
§ FOSDAF SERIES

§ DEVISING SELF-BUILDING WAYS FOR AFRICAN    
DEVELOPMENT

§ Raising Diaspora awareness on development 
constraints and their responsibilities in identifying 
and applying the adapted solutions.



FOSDAF

FOR AN INTERNALLY 
MASTERED 

DEVELOPMENT



WHAT IS DEVELOPMENT?
§ Schumpeter defines economic 

development as 

“Change in the system that arises from
within the system, not from external
pressures.  It is spontaneous and 
discontinuous change in the channels
of the flow, disturbance of equilibrium, 
which forever alters and displaces the 
equilibrium state previously existing ”



WHAT IS THE FLOW?
Difference between wealth and accumulation of money. This illusion is at the basis of developping world elite 
trying to accumulate the maximum possible amount of money, living in an illusion of wealth. One only owns 
what he has produced, the rest is an illusion.  Wealth resides in the producttion potential, not in the 
appearence of wealth. Money is the mean of transaction of goods, but not a good by itself. Mercantilists 
lived long in such consideration until Stuart Mill reacted and brought production to its real place in the 
economy. 

Wealth is also when you produce more than you consume (positive external balance).

Adam Smith argued that the wealth of a nation is the real goods it produces, not the money it possesses. 
Money is only the mean of transaction of such goods. Adam Smith (1723-1790) is perhaps the most famous of 
all economists. At the very least he is the best-known classical economist and his contributions have played a 
significant role in shaping modern economic thought.  

It is easiest to explain the problem by way of a chart. This chart is from any textbook used to teach 
Economics 101 like Paul Samuelson’s textbook Economics.  The chart is one of the first ideas taught in 
Economics 101. It represents the basis for how an economy functions. The chart shows the Circular Flow of 
National Income & Output. It illustrates the relationship between Households and Firms in a free market 
economy, and shows the flow of goods and services, factors of production and money. Study this chart until 
you understand it.

The original circular flow diagram was Quesnay's Tableau Economique, drawn for the king in 1758 and 
revised in 1766. It demonstrated how inputs, revenue and goods were exchanged between farmers, 
landlords and merchants.

The circular flow diagram appearing in the text traces most directly back to economist Francis Knight and his 
"wheel of wealth" that he constructed in the 1930s

The market economy has two groups of decision makers: households and businesses. It also has two broad 
markets: the resource market and the product market



THE CIRCULAR FLOW (CLOSED MARKET)
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THE CIRCULAR FLOW (CLOSED MARKET BIS)
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CIRCULAR FLOW (CLOSED MARKET,3 ACTORS)
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CIRCULAR FLOW (OPEN MARKET)
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§WHAT DOES “ CHANGE 
FROM WITHIN” MEAN?



THE DIMENSIONS OF INNER CHANGE
§ Development is far from being just a physical 

process
§ It is made by human beings for human beings
§ Therefore it con only be tackled rightly through the 

very dimensions of human being, that is
ú Spiritual
ú Mental
ú Psychical
ú Physical



THE IMPORTANCE OF MINDSET
§ The first three dimensions  of development can be summarized by the word 

MINDSET.  Mindset represents alone 3/4th of the development process. And yet, 
no economic book and policy makers put enough if any emphasis at all on the 
fundamental role of mindset in determining the development capacity of people. 
They spend a lot of time trying to square the circle of trying to bring physical 
change to people who are not mentally prepared for it.

§ What are people values (ethics)? Easy money, gambling,  or self-building. How do 
they value their culture and environing potentials? How do they view the process 
of struggling for life, as a fatality or an opportunity to earn success? Where do they 
put wealth, in themselves or outside of themselves? An input of physical projects, 
programs or even gifts (external pressures) or  an output of value added and 
innovations (spontaneous flow from within)? What importance do they give to 
creativity, self-building in respect to assistance? How do they value themselves, as 
a well of potentials or as people needing help before achieving their dreams? How 
do they view other people success, a threat or an opportunity to emulate, do 
better and contribute to the progress of the community? How do they consider 
help? A complement or the totality of their requirement? Are they ready to 
sacrifice for the betterment of their society or consider their own fulfillment as the 
only valid goal in life? How do the view solidarity, a way to enforce achievement 
potential or a burden they will be happy leave aside?   

§ .



UNDERDEVELOPMENT UNBALANCES IN THE 
CIRCULAR FLOW

Corporate revenue

Household spending

Goods and 
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household (national) income Wages, rents, dividends

G &S bought

Labor, land & capital furnished 
Labor, land & capital input



GENERAL CONFUSIONS
§ Development and number of firms and enterprises
§ Development and GDP or GDP growth
§ Development and availability of  foods and current 

goods.
§ Level of FDI (foreign direct investment)
§ Development and physical achievements (streets, 

hotels, dams, palaces…).  They mean nothing and 
are even harmful to real development prospects if 
they are the result of external interventions  
(external pressures).



DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
Development resides in the restoration of the prerequisites for the   

thorough functioning of the  flow, that is
ú the innovative mindset of the population, 
ú The internal ownership of the factor market and of the production 

market
ú the cross-sectoral integration of the economy [the consistency of the 

exchange between households and firms, on the one side, and 
between the various sectors of the economy (agriculture, industry, 
cross-industries and services, on the other, in such a way that the 
foreign exchange, when it occurs, reinforces it instead of weakening it;

ú The maximum exploitation of local resources prior to external inputs

These conditions promote the “:structural change dynamics” necessary for  
development.

Such constraining criteria cannot be  left to random. There is no real 
development prospect without a strict vision, accompanied with related 
strategies and actions geared to attaining the structural change dynamics. 
That is what lacks in ALL African countries and institutions.



THE CIRCULAR FLOW OF PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT
KNOW, BE AND BUILD  (within) YOURSELF 

§ Know
ú Your history
ú Your legacy
ú All your  potential
ú Your culture
ú Your hindrances and how to supersede them

§ Be
ú What nature endows you with, but fully
ú Return to your roots, as the unavoidable start point
Build yourself

On your retrieved and rehabilitated roots
Exploit to their utmost your spiritual, cultural, material and 

human resources and preserve the internal soundness of the circular  
flow. 



PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
§ KNOW (the three dimensions of yourself)

ú Your cultural and spiritual inheritance
ú Your own gifts and capabilities,
ú Your environment resources and potentials

BE 
Assume fully your being, take it with pride, 

accept  it as an asset

BUILD YOURSELF ON THEM
Endlessly educate and put to work and blossoming all through 

your life the three components of yourself.
Always long for self-fulfillment, self-surpassing and excellence, 

with no rest. 
Development resides in such endless struggle for perfection.



BEST DEVELOPMENT POLICY OR ATTITUDE 
The best government policy is to restore the integrity of the 
circular flow. That is:
1. reinforce the internal power of its two main components

1. households (manpower, land, capital) and
2. firms (investment)

2. call for national investors (civil society, diaspora) instead of 
foreign ones  and 

3. organize a systematic value added to available human and 
natural resources in the direction of an intense cross sectoral 
and cross industry exchange.

On the other hand, the best household attitude is to keep the 
maximum internal control of its factor market (manpower, land 
and capital) never allow external investors to dominate it. The 
loss ot such power is the loss of every development prospect in 
the short and long term.



CURRENT DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
§ FOREIGN INVESTORS
§ FOREIGN AID
§ FOREIGN ENTERPRISES
§ FOREIGN TECHNOLOGIES
§ FOREIGN PRODUCTS OR FINISHED GOODS
§ FOREIGN PARTNERS
§ EXPORT OF RAW MATERIALS



NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS
§ Changes in people attitude

ú More awareness of national interest
ú National consciousness and solidarity
ú National networking
ú Strong and multidimensional private sector building: what imports is the 

rate and scope of the nationals investment in development, not foreign 
investment, that can even hamper the national full occupation of the 
“channels of the flow”! 

§ Change of government policies
ú Investment policies (courting civil society and diaspora haves  and 

investors instead of foreign investors)
ú Investment codes (prioritizing and favoring nationals in the investment 

codes, procurements and tenders…)
ú Education policies (creating and encouraging polytechnic schools,  

promoting creativity and self-building awareness and initiatives in the 
education system and in the private sector…). 

ú Undermining political and ethnic considerations in the porocess.



AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS (THE 
12 WOUNDS OF AFRICA)

1. 1. Lack of  vision 
2. 2. Elitist and eccentered educattion.         

3. 3. Granted development – From top to bottom 
(syndrome of dependence)         

4. 4. Disproportionate assistance feature (80-20) – Same 
dependence syndrome

5. 5. Poverty alleviation – In the richest continent in the 
world (a nonsense)

6. .



THE 12 WOUNDS OF AFRICA
§ 6. Fight against poverty, in the richest continent in 

the world. Adoption of meeting needs approach
instead of reinforcing self-sustaining capacities

§ 7. Lack of internal development and value added
to natural resources, Export of raw materials
propensity.

§ 8. Large deficit of internal and intra African trade. 
§ 9. Technological dependence flagrant lack of 

focus on internal technological research and 
production.  

§ 10. Fragmentation into vulnerable micro-states 
without a captive market. Economic
underpopulation of individual states



The 12 Wounds of Africa

§ 11. Blatant lack of self-funding for development. 
Exorbitant foreign aid, hence economic, financial
and political dependence.

§ 12. Deliberate abandonment of soverignty sectors
(such as land, mines, energy, water, ports, airports, 
communications, telecommunications, security, 
currency and finance) in the hands of foreigners.



HEALING
1. Having a social project, a high identity and structural vision, shared and applied 
by all economic and social actors. It is on this demand that the political actors are 
valued.
Clarified governance, guided by the parameters of the common vision
= 1st IMPERATIVE

2. Domesticate education
H Rehabilitating maternal languages as the first vehicle of education
➢ Promoting and professionalizing the talents
M Demystifying and vulgarizing the exact sciences, in education
= 2nd IMPERATIVE

3.Restoring African identity, spirituality and culture.
Decomposing, taking full charge, restoring African spirituality, culture, history, 
languages and values
Cultivating African leadership, African solidarity, transfer of responsibilities, sharing 
of knowledge and integrated and disinterested governance
➢ Construct the Africa of People.
= 3rd IMPERATIVE



4.Elaborating and implementing an intersectoral and interindustrial integration plan 
for the economy = 4th IMPERATIVE

5. Proceeding from the base to the summit.
• Restore the fundamental economy, the Community economy;
• Promotion of
o Abundance, leasing in households and
o The full occupation of the national private sector of all sectors of the economy.
= 5th IMPERATIVE

6. Empower the poor to create their own wealth
•  Create income generating activities on the slopes of the intersectoral and 
interindustrial integration program’s slopes;
• Promote self-employment and generalized entrepreneurship opportunities.
• Permanent policy of large-scale self-financed work by the state and local 
communities; objective: putting the entire population at work.

= 6th IMPERATIVE
.

6. Restore the fundamental economy, the Community economy;• Promotiono Abundance, leasing in households ando The full occupation of the national private sector of all sectors of the e



• 7. Empowering the poor to create their own riches
• Put in place the sectorial cells of generalized creation of riches on the slopes of 
the PIIE.
• Promote self-employment and generalized entrepreneurship.
• Permanent policy of large-scale self-financed work by the state and local 
communities; objective: to put the entire population at work.

= 7th IMPERATIVE



HEALING

8. Locally preserving and valuing natural resources, the environment all raw 
materials.
➢ Ensuring that these units are constructed by national expertise (resident or 
diaspora) and managed by the national private sector and setting such 
unsertakings as the pillars of the national economic integration 
➢ Preservation of biological diversity;
➢ Protection and valorization of coasts and exit points;

Rural Rural and urban space development;
➢ Territorial development.
= 8TH IMPERATIVE

9. Endogenize consumption habits
Integrate production and consumption processes.
= 8th IMPERATIVE



HEALING

10. Promotion of:

§ • technological production and competitiveness, applied research and  autonomous 
production of point technologies

§ • internal production of ALL equipment and current consumption goods.

§ = 9th IMPERATIVE

§ 11. Instituting a complete self-funding of the economy. Recovering a total 
monetary sovereignty in favor of  a complete inner restructuring and rebuilding of 
the economy

§ = 10th IMPERATIVE 

§ 12. Recovering the strategic sectors even through buyout, for the benefit of 
endogenous investment, private as well as public, for a total economic 
independence;

§ = 12th IMPERATIVE



FLOW OF FOREIGN AID
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STRUCTURAL RESULTS

FOREIGN AID

STATE

REGIONS/DISTRICTS

COMMUNITIES

An unstable building, subject to easy downfall



GROWTH MODEL
(industrialized countries)
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Technology, innovation, creativity, delegation of power and responsibility and transfer of 
know-how, trigger emulation, improve individual and collective efficiency, entailing thereby
an exponential growth trend. 
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effects. But developing countries are inclined to deter or, even worse, destroy innovation, by virtue of the 
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THE MASTER STRATEGY OF CHANGE
§ UNITY, UNITY, UNITY, UNITY, UNITY
§ SOLIDARITY, SOLIDARITY, SOLIDARITY

ú AMONG FAMILY  MEMBERS
úAMONG COMMUNITY MEMBERS
úAMONG DIASPORA MEMBERS
úAMONG AFRICANS IN GENRAL
úAMONG AFRICAN COUNTRIES

Because the development challenge cannot be met individually, it 
must be tackled collectively. Individual struggles in a selfish and 
purposeless environment is futile in regard to collective potential.
There is no shortcut to change but solidarity. Unity is the main factor 
of sustainable change. See China.

IT MUST BECOME A CULTURE ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!



THE MAIN FACTOR OF CHANGE

EDUCATION OF THE SELF-
BUILDING CAPACITY 

Education is the pivotal element of change, therefore 
all the components of the action plan are immersed in a 
holistic education, geared at raising the level of 
consciousness, establishing or enhancing the inner 
wealth building potential and  building the living 
environment.



DIASPORA RESPONSIBILITY: UNITY, AWARENESS AND ACTION

§ Unity for the necessary  common national identity, 
unity as the powering tool for action

§ Awareness of the content of the challenge and the 
vital necessity to meet it.

§ Taking concrete steps to  restore the development 
flow
ú Investing in the education of  African grass-roots 

communities’ self-building capacity  
ú Developing partnership and ventures among its members 

to enhance their investment potential in African economy
ú Contribute to the inner ownership of factor and 

production market
ú Taking shares in existing firms in Africa.



STRUCTURAL RESULTS
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INTERNALLY PRODUCED AND PERFORMING TECHNOLOGY
FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE AT ALL LEVELS

SELF-BUILT WEALTH IN ALL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STRATES
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The sweet spot
(perfect outcome) 

A strong and burgeoning tree bearing delicious fruits

www.fosdaf.name



CONCLUSION
In order to take off her development, Africa must

§ Be and Build herself
§ Create an inner self-sufficiency  dynamics
§ Valorize material resources  in an integrated manner
§ Valorize and put in synergy its human resources  to exploit them
§ Self-fund the whole process

The Foundation is designed to channel the new pattern.   

More than just an organization, FOSDAF is a movement, the population 
own response to the African development challenges. 
It triggers African communities’ mastery of their destiny.
Every African is invited to participate in the rebuilding of our Nation.  

BE THE CHANGE YOU WISH FOR AFRICA

UNITED WE PREVAIL. TOGETHER WE ARE EMPOWERED.                

A GREATER AFRICA FOR A BETTER WORLD `

www.fosdaf.org



TAKING ACTION NOW !!!
§ The survival of a whole continent is at stake.
§ Living the burden to future generations would only 

make the task more gigantic and insuperable.
§ Taking action now is a vital necessity and a moral duty.
§ The stake is worth dedicating a few hours in your 

monthly duties to our common challenges. It will pay 
conspicuous dividends in terms of general wealth and 
extended opportunities.

§ Your action is not meant for FOSDAF, but for your 
family, your nation and your own survival. Therefore 
acting immediately is a must.

§ ACT NOW!!!


